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.Holiday tree trappings
do-it-yours- elf inexpensive

Holiday decorations don't have to cost
you an arm and a leg anymore. Making
them yourself or with friends, they're
guaranteed to brighten any dorm room or
apartment.

Felt-decorate- d stockings to hang by the
chimney (or third-floo- r window) are easy
and inexpensive. Try deviating from the
normal ol' stocking by shaping it like a ski
boot or a tennis shoe. Some of the more
interesting kinds with glitter and beads sell
for about $10 in stores. You can make
them for about $2.

Pine-con- e wreaths also are easy and in-

expensive to make. In stores they cost $15
to $90-b- ut you can make them for about
$1. Pine cones are easy to find around
Lincoln. Try out at Pioneers Park or
around your neighborhood. Fasten an 8"- -

wide strip of chicken wire in the shape of a
circle or a heart or a bell. With picture wire
fasten the pine cones to the form. Add
mistletoe, ribbons or pine branches.

Decorated cookies are easy to make and
are tasty tree ornaments. Remember that
when baking, pierce a hole at the top of
the cookie so that a string can be run
through to tie to the tree. Popcorn and
cranberry strands are inexpensive and
colorful things to add to your holiday
trees.

Another way to decorate old-fashion-

style-- is with candles. The Un-Cand- le wicks
are inexpensive and can be floated in just
about any container filled with water and a
touch of vegetable oil. Colored water in
jars works well, or try filling the jars with
scashclls or colored rocks.
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